
 

 

MetalGate launches a new download service called Metal Online! 

MetalGate Records is an indie label supporting in the long term the Czech metal scene and now it start 

its own download service called Metal Online! On site www.metalonline.cz you can find the digital 

shop focused on Czech metal. There are many titles subdivided according to alphabetic order as well as to 

genre. In the way of modern distributional channels you can now get whole albums in mp3 format for 

very low prices (39 – 59 CZK). The prices are set due to the year of publishing. The benefit of Metal 

Online is first and foremost the instant access to music legally and without risks of damage during 

delivery. 

And how does it work? You register to site within a minute and then you can browse in expanding offer 

of Czech metal albums. You can also very easily pay with card or using PayPal. Metal Online also offers 

you a chance to buy music on credit. Our credit is a form of an electronic account which you charge and 

then you draw from it. When you establish your account you will also get a 10% bonus to deposit! 

We also offer a service called Singles where you can download songs offered by bands for around 10 

CZK. In the Singles you can find tracks that a band has recorded only as a single, obviously, or if bands 

want to offer you a track from a forthcoming album.   

In case of damage of your hard drive, stealing your notebook or other occurrence of loss which can 

prevent you from accessing purchased data, after identification we will provide you an access to your data 

again. 

And of course we can’t forget the bands – if you are interested, we will gladly accept your albums 

whether old or new to our service. Just leave us a message on e-mail kapely@metalonline.cz and we will 

propose you very friendly conditions! 

MetalGate Records with www.metalonline.cz also starts its English version called www.metalonline.eu 

with aim to spread the sound of Czech metal across the borders of Czech Republic. 

Metal Online is fully available now and ready for your visit! In the future we want to expand our 

assortment as well as to offer you various bonuses. Don’t hesitate with registration! 
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